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Abstract: Internet of Things would soon become pervasive and ubiquitous due to its uses and easy to 

manage across various applications. Moreover, IoT has reached the extent of communicating the data 
from very close proximity to a distant place more than 10Kilometers. The extensive usage of the IoT 
devices makes the service provider overwhelming in terms of the revenue. It poses challenges to scale 
the technology to respond to the requests from numerous devices and instances for the actions and 
decisions to be taken. In addition to the IoT communication, security is a vital activity for every 
communication across IoT devices. In this paper, an exhaustive study has been conducted on the 
significance of IoT communication and the challenges involved and the span of security across various 
layers of the IoT. Furthermore, the survey on Blockchain and the possible integration for IoT 
communication has been discussed. Finally, the study expresses different integration challenges existing 
in the present times, which further helps to explore the blockchain adaptability for IoT security. 
 
Keywords: Internet of Things, Blockchain, security, interoperability, scalability, Network Standards, IoT 
Communications. 
 

 

1. Introduction  

 The evolution of IoT has created a lot of 

opportunities for the various industries to get benefitted 

from the services and also as service providers. 

Moreover, users of IoT were benefitted so that their 

devices collect the data and create the alerts through the 

analysis of the data. However, it was done at the remote 

locations and alerted through the integrated applications 

with the IoT devices. The most suitable use cases are 

the healthcare industry and large-scale manufacturing 

industry. Both of them have not only got benefitted but 

also posed challenges to the research and development 

community to redefine the solutions as well as to 

restructure the IoT infrastructure [1]. Moreover, 

blockchain technology has evolved in the user 

community to provide security solutions to a superior 

level beyond the thoughts earlier.   

 Though the Blockchain was started as a secure 

transaction service for cryptocurrency businesses [2][3], 

it has emerged as a tremendous assisting solution for 

the connected devices, especially IoT. Many kinds of 

research have proposed various solutions in the form of 

architectures, frameworks [4][5] with a combination of 

IoT and Blockchain. As an individual technology IoT 

and Blockchain had proven, the user community 

appreciates their services; however, they had posed 

challenges when the technologies were to be integrated. 

While the IoT devices have their constraints for 

resources such as computation, storage, and 

communication, etc., the industry needs suitable 

solutions. Furthermore, the tools and services might be 
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located at various geographic locations, which pose 

another solution in terms of communication. 

Communication elements [6] are growing in many 

ways, from a lower range to a higher range, including 

bandwidth. But few categories of IoT devices are 

constrained by the computation, storage, and 

bandwidth. They need the solutions to be lightweight to 

solve the issues individually or as a collection. 

Developing the IoT-blockchain integrated scenario 

solutions needs to address various constraints to be 

compatible with the solution to be practically 

implementable.  

In the further work, section 2 discusses the 

work related to IoT, Blockchain, and attempts to study 

the adaptability; section 3 reviews the background work 

which addresses the IoT ecosystem, such as layers, 

protocols, security, and potential challenges; and 

section 4 concludes the work. 

 

2. Related Work 
The evolution of IoT has reached from the 

small-scale industries to large-scale industries. 

Solutions that are developed to address each of these 

industries vary due to the industry size and volume of 

operations on a periodical basis. Moreover, the 

sensitiveness of the generated data, operations carried 

out, and the genuineness of the files that are stored 

defines the IoT system's integrity. The use case of the 

IoT applications in agricultural irrigation systems, 

Industrial Applications, Traffic Surveillance, home 

automation, and several other medical and spatial-

temporal applications home applications [7]. These 

applications are countless; furthermore, these IoT 

services are deployed to optimize application 

development and Implementation. In [8] Soumya et al. 

have concentrated on several kinds architecture level 

applications such as data-centric architecture, 

incorporation of the architecture constituents into one 

M2M standard, (iii) drawing chucks of DataTweet 

services and subsystems, assimilation of vehicular 

sensors as IoT data source and ITSG5 as 

“communication medium towards collective vehicle 

domain and assigned flavor of Named Data Networking 

(NDN) [9]” for the data broadcasting. Ferrari et al. [10] 

have experimentally considered the data transfer 

latency in IoT devices deployed in a wide-reaching 

scale.  

The article focuses on overall data transfer and 

deliberately expands the cloud data to highlight the key 

investments associated with the distance and location of 

cloud servers. Khalid et al.[11] have created an idea of 

the MQTT topic as a simple "atlas topic" through which 

things can interact. In [12], Kovacs et al. describe the 

universal interoperable system for the IoT established 

on international standards. M2M is used as the data 

synchronization layer, and the FIWARE system is used 

as the background layer for data collection and use. 

Knowledge-based semantic processing agents can 

further process data. 

The concept of a semantic arbitration gateway 

allows the intelligent transfer of data from one system 

to another. In addition to semantic execution, we have 

shown that semantic verification [13] can test a system 

and ensure its proper functioning. To solve 

interoperability and scalability [14] [15], define the 

concept and IoT based on the composition of various 

IoT components employed in the form of micro-

services. The micro-services methodology intends to 

address the challenge posed by the diversity of terminal 

functionality, including a consistent approach to 

physical and logical IoT devices and service models, 

including standard system address schemes [16]. This 

model enhances functionality and scalability by 

integrating various communication protocols into 

micro-service proxy components, making it easy to 

modify existing and new system mechanisms, laying 

the substance for open and dynamic IoT ecosystems. 

Chung et al. [17] P2P cloud network services 

were offered for information on IoT-based disasters. 

The overall capacity of the system also has the potential 

to increase if disaster information is available to P2P 

cloud network service nodes or if the demand for the 

system increases because it is based on a P2P network 

that includes resources such as bandwidth, memory 

space, and so on provided by all customers. About the 

mobile cloud, “Sergio et al. [18] usually refer to two 

dimensions: (a) infrastructure-based and (b) short-term 

mobile cloud. In an infrastructure-based mobile cloud, 

the hardware infrastructure is stable and provides 

services to mobile users. Cloud computing can be used 

as a useful foundation for the Internet of Things and 

video surveillance technologies and improve their 

performance”.  

A comprehensive study was conducted by 

Razzaq et al. [19], which mentions the types of threats, 

their level, behaviour, and also have mentioned 

probable solutions. Cyber threats are increasing in IoT, 

too, due to its extensive communication usage among 
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various components. In [20], Samuel et al. have 

attempted the basis for research efforts to assess the 

vulnerability classifications of different inherent 

systems that expose IoT infrastructures and applications 

to different cyber threat vectors and this new 

technology. Their discussion will identify the various 

vulnerabilities inherent in the domains of IoT 

applications and services. In the configuration of the 

Smart Metering communication infrastructure, the 

author has implemented two different attack scenarios. 

Test results show that vectors created by various threat 

players can misuse malicious IoT systems. 

Tanweer [21] has discussed Blockchain's role 

in IoT from which the author has derived that the 

combination of IoT and Blockchain is a novel approach 

for security. Consensus and characteristics were 

discussed by Viriyasitavat et al. [22] on variations of 

system configurations concerning centralization and 

openness. The study has explored Blockchain's 

transparency when compared with traditional 

distributed systems, and Blockchain has guaranteed the 

property. “Scalable access management in IoT with the 

combination of IoT was explored by Novo [23]. It 

provided insight into generic, scalable, and easy-to-

manage access control systems for IoT and 

implemented a proof of concept (PoC) prototype that 

proves our design”. 

 

3. Background 
Understanding IoT in its more profound sense 

elevates the communication's significance to be the 

inevitable part of the entire system. Subsequently, 

storage, analytics, decision support, and decision 

making play their role in keeping the IoT system's 

integrity. IoT anticipates the sensory system and its 

connected components to create ease of communication 

and assist in decision making. IoT offers various 

services for the applications to defined and deployed for 

its intention to be accomplished. In general, IoT 

services [24][25] include most of the networking 

services but are compatible with the tiny devices, and 

the communication requirement is a low-bandwidth. 

The figure depicts the IoT architecture and the 

significance of communication among various 

functions [26]. The data that is collected at stage 1 

would be communicated to stage 2, which applies the 

conversion of analog to digital and vice-versa. In stage 

3, the data is preprocessed and used for subsequent 

analytics and sent in directions, communicating the 

decision towards stage 1 and communicating the data 

for storage and business analytics towards the cloud 

data center. Though the communication scenario seems 

simple, it involves various artifacts such as 

communication hardware and communication software. 

 

a. IoT ecosystem 

The typical IoT ecosystem [27] can be 

acknowledged as a seven-level model: “marketing, 

procurement, interconnection, integration, analysis, 

applications, and services. At a lower level, the market 

layer or application domain can be Smart Grid, 

Connected Home, or Smart Health [28] [29]”, and so 

on. The second layer contains “sensors and smart 

devices that can be considered the heart of the 

application. The type and distribution of sensors vary 

depending on the desired application”. Illustrations  iof  

isuch  isensors  iare  itemperature  isensors,  ihumidity isensors, 

ielectricity  imeters,  ior icameras.  iThe  ithird  ilayer  iis  ian iinter 

connected  ilayer  ithat  iallows  ithe  isensor  ito  icommunicate  

iwith  idata  iin  ia  idata icenter  I or icloud. iThe idata  iis  icombined  

iwith  iother  iknown  idata isets ,  isuch  I  as  igeographic  idata, 

idemographic  idata,  ior ieconomic idata.  iBesides,  iUS idata iis  

iverified  iusing  imachine  ilearning  iand  idata imining  

itechniques. 

Running such large-scale distributed applications 

requires new application-level communication and 

collaboration software. Examples include “software-

defined  inetworking i(SDN),  iservice-oriented  iarchitecture 

i(SOA),  iand  iso  ion”.    Finally,  ithe  iupper-tier  iconsists iof  

iservices  isuch  i as  ienergy  imanagement,  ihealth 

imanagement, ieducation,  itransport,  ietc.  iPrivacy-

preserving  iis  iessential ifor  ieach  iof  ithese  i7  ilayers, ibuilt ion  

itop  iof  ieach  iother,  iso  ithey  iare  ishown  iside  iby  iside . Each 

of the layers was defined with the set of functions and 

services to be performed, so every protocol, too, was 

designed but to be performed under certain 

circumstances. IoT communication requires the 

protocols to be entirely defined at the data link layer, 

network layer, and session layer, which considers 

potential services and functions.  

b. IoT Communication Artifacts 

Under the definition of the Internet of Things, 

data communication within each stage and among 

various stages is a vital activity apart from data 

processing and data storage. The communication 

between the IoT modules can either be wired and 

wireless; hence multiple communication methods are 

followed by various industries and corporates based on 

the requirement and performance.  
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Figure 1. IoT Stages and Communication 

c. IoT Communication-specific Protocols 

The applications of IoT has reached many 

sectors such as “Wearables, Smart Home Applications, 

Health Care, Smart Cities [30][31], Agriculture, 

Industrial Automation”. Every application differs in 

implementing the hardware and the software; hence the 

protocols [32] also vary when the system changes. 

 
Table 1. Network Standards and features for IoT communication 

Network 
Standard 

Technology 
Physical 
Range* 

Features 
Battery Life 

LWPA 
LoRA 

[33] 
10Kms 

energy management, 

pollution control, 

infrastructure 

efficiency, disaster 

prevention 

Up to 20 Years 

LWPA NWave 
Up to 

30Kms 

Highest detection 

accuracy eliminates 

tripping hazards due 

to its slender size 

Up to 20 Years 

LWPA RPMA 48Kms 

Low power 

consumption, 

Standalone 

broadcast channel, 

Private or public 

networks 

Up to 20 Years 

LWPA SigFox 
Upto 

50Kms 

Plug and play 

devices and require 

no pairing or 

additional 

infrastructure 

Up to 20 Years 

3GPP / 

LTE 
LTE-M 

Upto 

50Kms 

The higher data rate, 

mobility, and works 

voice over the 

network 

Up to 5 Years 

3GPP / 

LTE 
NB-IoT 

Upto 

22Kms 

Low power 

consumption, low 

cost 

More than 10 Years 

3GPP / 

LTE 
NB-CIoT 

Up to 

100Kms 

Low power 

consumption, low 

cost, more coverage 

area 

More than 10 Years 

3GPP / 

LTE 
NB-LTE 

Up to 

11Kms 

Low power 

consumption and 

extended autonomy, 

Interoperability with 

LTE network 

Up to 10Years 

Bluetooth Bluetooth 100Mts 

Low power 

consumption, 

Integration with 

Smartphones 

Up to 10Years 

802.15.4 ZigBee Up to Long battery low Minimum of 2 Years 
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100Mts power consumption, 

easy to install 

802.15.4 Thread 
Up to 

20Mts 

Long battery low 

power consumption, 

easy to install 

Up to 2 Years 

802.11 WiFi 50Mts 

data rate scalability, 

interference 

immunity, easy to 

use 

Very Low 

802.11ah 
WiFiHaL

ow 

Up to 

1Km 

deficient power 

consumption and 

low latency 

Low 

802.11ax HEW 
Up to 

1Km 
IoT friendly Low 

 

d. IoT Layers and Protocols 

First IoT layers comprise the “data link, 

network, and Session/Transport layers”, In this regards 

communication is established among the two IoT 

elements by data link layer which might be two sensors 

and gateway device furthermore there are multiple 

sensors to communicate and aggregate the information 

before initiates the internet services. The network layer 

concentrate on the routing information among sensors 

and part of the network layer. Similarly, session layer 

protocols authorize the messaging between the several 

elements of the IoT Communication subsystem. 

 
Table 2. Communication layers in IoT framework 

IoT communication layer Standard Features 

Data Link MAC Layer IEEE 802.15.4e 
Time frame structure, scheduling, 

synchronization, channel hopping, networking 

Data Link MAC Layer IEEE 802.11ah 

Sync frame, efficient bidirectional packet 

exchange, smaller MAC frame, zero data packet 

- increased sleep time 

Data Link MAC Layer WirelessHART 
Comprehensive, one-off or peer - to - peer 

security policies 

Data Link MAC Layer Z-Wave 

The master controls the slaves, sends them 

commands, and maintains a schedule for the 

entire network. 

Data Link ZigBee Smart Energy 

Improved security through the symmetric key 

exchange, scalability with random addressing, 

and efficient routing from multiple routing 

systems 

Data Link MAC Layer DASH7 Filter, address, frame format 

Network Layer Routing 

Protocol 
RPL 

Routing protocol for low power and loss 

networks 

Network Layer Routing 

Protocol 
CARP and E-CARP Easy packet transfer protocol 

Session Layer Protocol 

Message queue 

telemetry transport 

(MQTT) 

Provides connectivity between applications and 

users at one end, network and communications 

at the other end, and publishes/joins the 

structure 

Session Layer Protocol Secure MQTT Provide easy, feature-based encryption 

Session Layer Protocol Advanced message Works over TCP and uses a publish/join 
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queuing protocol 

(AMQP) 

structure 

Session Layer Protocol 

Extensible messaging 

and presence protocol 

(XMPP) 

Supports both insert/join and request/response 

structure 

Session Layer Protocol 
Data distribution 

service (DDS) 

Provides various quality standards, such as 

safety, necessity, priority, durability, reliability 

 

e. Security of IoT Layers and Protocols 

Another  ichallenge  iis  ito  iensure  iIoT  iplatforms'  

isecurity,  itaking  iin to  iaccount  iall  ithe  inetwork  ilayers  

idiscussed  iin  ithe  iprevious  isections.  iTraditional  isecurity  

ipolicies  isuch  ias  icryptography  iand  iPKI  iare  inot  ipossible  

ion  iIoT  iplatforms idue  ito  itheir  icomplexity  iand  I resource 

iusage.  iTherefore,  inew  istandards  iare   ibeing  ideveloped  

iwith  ia  ilightweight  isecurity idesign.  iBesides,  isome  iIoT  

istandards  ispecialize  iin  isecurity.  iIn  ithis  isection,  iwe  I 

discuss  ithese  isecurity istandards,  idrafts,  iand iresearch.  iWe  

irefer  ithe  ireader  ifor  I more  iinformation   ion  iIoT  isecurity  

istandards. 

f. Security in IoT Layers 

IoT   isecurity  ithreats  icover  I all  ilayers , iincluding  

I data ilinks ,  inetwork,  isession,  iand  iapplication  ilayers,  ithat 

iactivate  ithe  icriteria I described  iin  ithis  iarticle  ito    

iincorporate  isecurity  iinto     itheir  idesign. iProtocols  isuch  ias 

i“802.15.4e”,  iWireless  iHeart,  i6Lovpan,  iand  iRPL  iprovide  

icertain  isecurity  ifeatures  ito  iensure   icommunication  iat  

ithe  iappropriate ilayers.  iMAC i802.15.4e  iprovides  ivarious  

isecurity  imodes  iusing i"Bit  iSecurity  iEnabled"  iin  ithe  

iheader   iframe  I check ifield.  iSecurity irequirements iinclude  

iconfidentiality,  iauthentication,  iintegrity,  iaccess icontrol 

ipolicies,  iand isecure,  itime-synchronized  icommunications. 

iThe iwireless  iheart  istandard  iprovides  irobust  isecurity  

ifeatures  iusing  ithe  ilatest  iand imost  iwidely  iused  isecurity  

itechniques.  iThese  imethods iAES-128 iencryption  ifor  ieach 

imessage,  idata iintegrity iand iauthentication,  ichannel 

ihopping  iprotection,  idata iaccess ifailure  iindication iand  

imessage iintegrity ireporting,  iand  iauthentication  ifailures.  

iTherefore,  iit  ioffers  idifferent  ilevels  iof  isecurity  iusing  ithe  

ilatest   iworking  imethods,  idepending ion ithe  iapplication. 

 Some IETF documents related ito  i6LoWPAN  

iaddress  isecurity  ithreats  iand  i6LoWPAN  irequirements  

iand ioffer  isolutions.  iFor  iexample,  i“RFC i4944”  idiscusses  

ithe  ipossibility  iof  iduplicating i“EUI-64”  iinterface  

iaddresses  that are considered unique. RFC 6282 

addresses security issues caused by issues introduced 

by “RFC 4944”. RFC 6568 discusses possible policies 

for implementing the security of limited wireless 

reception devices. Besides, some recent projects [36] 

discuss tools that ensure the security of 6loWPAN. RPL 

offers different levels of security through the i“Security”  

ifield  iin  ithe  iname.  iThe information  iin  ithis  ifield  iindicates  ithe 

isecurity ilevel iand ithe  icryptographic ialgorithm iused  ito 

iencrypt   ithe  imessage.  iRPL isupports   idata  I authentication, 

ifinancial  isecurity,  ire-attack  iprotection,  iconfidentiality,  

iand  ikey imanagement.  “Security levels RPL: insecure, 

pre-installed, and authenticated. RPL threats include 

selective redirection, bottom hole, sibyl, healthy 

flooding, whirlwind, and service attacks. RFC 7416 

[37]” discusses security threats and potential attacks on 

RPLs, including their adverse actions, including attacks 

on confidentiality, availability, and integrity. 

 

 
Figure 2. Span of Security in Operations of IoT Layers 

 

g. Transport Layer Security (TLS) / Datagram 

Transport Layer Security (DTLS) 

“TLS and DTLS” are two commonly used 

security standards. They primarily ensure validation, 

integrity, and privacy in the transport layer, primarily 

when employed in CoAP protocols. TLP brings security 

services in excess of TCP transmission, while DTLS 

provides these services over “UDP or Datagram 

transmission”. TLS and DTLS consist of two sub-

layers, registration, and handshake, are which are liable 

to encapsulation and authentication, correspondingly. 

“RFC 7925 discusses the detailed procedures used in 

these standards to ensure security and confidentiality 

[38]”. These standards can provide credentials, 

signatures, and debugging using traditional security 
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measures, but they can be modified to accommodate the 

limited resources used by IoT. Another challenge is to 

ensure IoT platforms' security across all network layers 

deliberated in the earlier sections. Traditional security 

policies such as cryptography and public key 

infrastructure are not possible on IoT stands due to their 

difficulty and source usage. Therefore, different 

standards are being established with an inconsequential 

security design. Also, some IoT standards specialize in 

security.  This section enlightens to the reader and 

scholars on several security standards. 

h. Trusted Computing Group (TCG) 

    The “Trusted Computing Group (TCG)” guides 

providing different IoT applications through various use 

cases and security policies. Authentication by specific 

identifiers, shield against middleware contagion via 

TLS, availability, confidentiality, and integrity using 

various methods has been proven. These methods 

comprise the “root of trust for update (RTU) and the 

Trusted Platform Module (TPM) used in TCG-

compliant devices”. Classifications support IoT 

developers choose the mechanisms that support their 

applications; though, it restrict to the knowledge of the 

developer to organize the system security with 

challenges and resources requirements. 

i. Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) 

A different IETF security system to support 

authentication in IoT applications on “Simple 

Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) servers”. It 

separates the request from the verification process and 

uses diffident messages to confirm clients using 

application-specific authentication methods. In general, 

IoT, this structure supports session layer protocols that 

support “TLS and SSL, MQTT, and AMQP”. 

j. Authentication and authorization in constrained 

environments (ACE) 

ACE is a security mechanism designed for resource-

constrained devices so that it can be used on IoT 

platforms. It's conceptually like OAuth. However, it is 

based on “CoAP”-based messaging, which is more 

compatible with the Internet of Things. 

k. IoT Challenges 

   Despite IoT's effort and principles, evolving an 

effective IoT application is still not an easy task due to 

several challenges [39]. These challenges comprise 

“mobility, reliability, scalability, governance, 

accessibility, interoperability [40]”, costs, and energy 

development. We will briefly define each of these 

challenges below. 

 

Mobility: IoT devices need to allocation freely in the 

background, so they need to change IP addresses and 

associate to networks according to their location. 

Therefore, routing protocols require DODAG 

modification when a node leaves or joins a system, 

which incurs much overhead. 

Reliability: It is essential for emergency response 

applications that the system works perfectly and 

correctly delivers all of its specifications. Therefore, the 

IoT system must be extremely reliable and fast to 

collect data, communicate with them, and make 

decisions. 

Scalability: With huge number of devices joined in a 

single IoT application, scalability [41] becomes a major 

significant challenge. IoT applications need to bring 

new services and devices that are always connected to 

the network during device distribution and operation. 

Management: iAlthough  imany  iprotocols  ifor  iremote  

idevice  imanagement  iare  idiscussed,  ithese  iprotocols  ido  

inot  I apply ito  iall iIoT  iapplications,  iand  itherefore imanagement  

iremains  ia isignificant  ichallenge.  iProviders  imust  imanage  

ifailures,  iconfiguration,  iaccounting,  iperformance,  iand  

isecurity i(FCAPS)  iof  iinterconnected  idevices. 

Availability: iThe iconvenience  iof  iIoT  iplatforms  ihave  ito  

iensure  isoftware  iand  ihardware  iavailability  ito  isystem  

iusers iand  iservice  isubscribers.  iAlso,  ithe  iprotocols  imust  

ibe  icompact  iso  ithat  ithey  ican  ibe iintegrated  iinto  

icompatible  iIoT  idevices. 

Interoperability: Interoperability requires a variety of 

tools and protocols to work with each other. This is 

difficult because IoT systems have many different 

platforms. 

Complexity and Cost: In the face of the relatively low 

cost of IoT devices such as smart sensors and 

converters, building an IoT application is still 

expensive. The complex integration of different 

protocols and standards does not make Io applications 

available to the general public. 

Energy Harvesting:  IoT devices have limited 

resources, so energy is a critical IoT problem because 

they must be battery-free for years and can be 

integrated into the body or environment, making it 

difficult to replace them. Therefore, get-together energy 

from free sources or any other energy source and 
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converting into storage energy seems essential for such 

devices. 

l. Blockchain for IoT 

A proven choice of research in IoT security is the 

use of Blockchain in the development of smart 

contracts and the security of IoT platforms [42] [43]. 

“Blockchain is a standard ledger technology that 

delivers design security starved of relying on a 

centralized or trusted third party authority [44]. It is 

conventionally used in Bitcoin and other virtual 

cryptocurrency platforms but has recently been studied 

in many different fields, including IoT. IBM and other 

IoT companies plan to offer blockchain solutions for 

IoT security. Blockchains can also be used to provide 

privacy on IoT platforms [45] [46]”. Several authors 

have suggested ways to exchange data between IoT 

devices and organizations using blockchains securely. 

Also, there are proposals to build smart contracts using 

blockchain technology. 

m. Challenges using Blockchain for IoT 

While the integration of the Blockchain for IoT has 

been done for few applications successfully, other 

applications suffer from various compatibility hazards. 

Various compatibility-level hazards include: 

a. Lack of qualitative and quantitative analysis 

for smart cities when the blockchain 

framework [47] is used. 

b. Lack of extraction of the specifications while 

pushing the blockchain transmission. 

c. Lack of a standard to deal with a single point 

of failure while using a Blockchain cloud 

system. 

d. Lack of protection blockchain against data 

forgery attacks while accessing the blocks 

without PoW [48]. 

e. Lack of PoC to guarantee reliability. 

f. Most of the IoT protocols suffer from 

computation cost hence degrades the 

performance, while the integration of 

Blockchain with IoT seems inevitable [49]. 

 

4. Conclusion 
The paper has extensively discussed the 

significance of communication in the Internet of 

Things. While IoT offers the ease of work for the 

customers, but they pose the same degree of challenges 

when a new device or technology is added for the 

purpose to be served. While scalability addresses such 

problems, it, in turn, generates other problems such as 

security for the devices as well as the data that is in the 

communication across devices. Various IoT standards 

and protocols were studied to understand the 

communication insights to develop a scalable system 

without causing any side effects. In the process, the 

study has also explored the possibility of the integration 

of IoT and Blockchain because of the advantage of the 

later to provide security. Proven with Blockchain's 

credibility as an individual technology integrating with 

another needy technology would develop a novel and 

secure system that would be widely accepted.   
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